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C O U R S E  D E S C R I P T I O N  
This course is designed and developed to be taught at the high school honors level and is a 
strong introduction into physics and chemistry phenomena.  The course spans a full 
academic year and equates to a physics credit with lab.  Following the conclusion of these 
physical science units, students have an opportunity to accelerate into the chemistry honors 
course for opportunities to master the remaining Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS) in the physical science performance expectations made up of NGSS disciplinary core 
ideas (DCI) for high school.  This course will prepare students for further studies in 
advanced physics and chemistry as well as future studies of physical sciences at the 
collegiate level. 

Scholars will engage in four core units of study that make up the core physical science. The 
core curriculum has been developed by a collaboration between the CREATE for STEM 
Institute at Michigan State University and The Concord Consortium.  Many of the 
performance expectations for high school physical science in the Next Generation Science 
Standards (NGSS) are addressed within this four unit curriculum. Students accelerating on 
to complete the chemistry honors portion of the course will engage in learning 
opportunities addressing ALL of the NGSS for high school physical science. 

The pedagogical basis for the units of study is inquiry-based, with a sequence of lessons 
focusing on science as a process.  Students engage in modeling of scientific phenomena 
through exploration of our world at the atomic interactions level.  They explore the 
relationships between energy transformations and the observations that we make in our 
everyday world.  Throughout the units of study, students synthesize and organize scientific 
information to build their own models, use crosscutting concepts, and develop disciplinary 
core ideas.  The Framework of this approach to the teaching and learning of science is 3-D 
learning.  

As an extension of the Interactions Curriculum, scholars enrolled in Dr. Lowder’s physical 
science course will also engage in a series of Project Learning Tree service learning projects; 
at least two of which focuses on areas of physical science; iTree and Biotechnology. 
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https://learn.concord.org/interactions
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByX3PPKyWVhHc0RzQUt2X0JXUk0/view
https://cc.plt.org/PLTWebsite/Content/TeachingwithiTree/PLT_iTree_Unit.pdf
https://shop.plt.org/Shop/ProductDetails/high-school-biotechnology


S C O P E  A N D  S E Q U E N C E  
S E P T E M B E R  

 Introduction to the Interactions Curriculum 

 Unit One Interactions: Why do some clothes stick together when they come out of the  
  dryer?    

   Investigation One:  Why do some things stick together and others don’t? 

    Module One: What are some examples of things that stick together and  
     things that don’t? 

     Module Two: What are some patterns with how some things stick   
     together or push apart?  

    Module Three: What effect do charged objects have on uncharged   
     objects?     

    Module Four: How do I know if something is positively or negatively   
     charged?        

    Module Five: How does an object’s charge affect its interaction with   
     neutral objects?   

   Investigation Two: What are the factors that affect how strongly objects   
    interact with each other? 

    Module One: How can charged objects have an effect on each other   
     without touching? 

     Module Two: How do factors like distance and amount of charge affect  
     interactions between objects? 

    Module Three: How does our model of charge interactions connect with 
     a variety of phenomena?  

   Investigation Three: What are all materials made of? 

    Module One: Can the same piece of paper be cut in half indefinitely? 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/0ByX3PPKyWVhHc0RzQUt2X0JXUk0/view
https://www.nextgenscience.org/resources/high-school-interactions-unit-1-why-do-some-clothes-stick-together-when-they-come-out
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/sequence_run/9077916d795b397098d93eb02d628c2d9369e4de
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/activities/6330/a5c06f50-6550-4ee5-bebc-588ae88dd669
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/activities/6331/ab6eb55e-aa26-4935-a270-d1a23a3fe1ab
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/activities/6332/cc253487-6514-46a9-9d33-8eae29301ab9
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/activities/6333/629433d4-f8d6-4587-b451-70596d0df7be
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/304/activities/6334/6ecf8225-760a-4480-b21d-51820dfb6fbc
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/305/sequence_run/63a1eac06333f947f60660664ddfdbb009cc5b86
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/305/activities/6336/48854a63-bcb1-4ead-83fb-5057bf328cee
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/305/activities/6337/7bfee8b2-a338-4a9c-925b-c5faad525916
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/305/activities/6338/5cd7d045-0a63-49c1-a435-117ccb1df9f9
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/306/sequence_run/48df8fa4bff1f1c01d42afa555e779a9348f8d77
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/306/activities/6339/8af96f9d-47c2-4e11-9d2f-b18b1dc492b6


     Module Two: Does 5 + 5 always equal 10? 

    Module Three: Is the particle model always better?  

    Module Four: What model best supports our observations? 

   

O C T O B E R  

   Investigation Four: What are nature’s building blocks? 

    Module One: What are the particles that make up all substances, and   
     how small are they? 

     Module Two: If you can’t see it, how do you know it’s there? 

    Module Three: How do we know what’s inside an atom?  

    Module Four: What are the electrons? 

   Investigation Five: How does an object become charged? 

    Module One: What is the effect of changing the composition of an   
     atom? 

     Module Two: How do objects become charged? 

    Module Three: What causes neutral objects and charged objects to   
     interact with each other? 

    Module Four: Revising our models of charge interactions 

     Post-Assessment 

     Add Unit Products to Portfolio  

 Project Learning Tree Service Learning Project # One:  Project iTree Unit  

  Session One-Tree Benefits and Identification 

  Session Two-Tree Value 

  Session Three-Land Manager Role Play  
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https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/306/activities/6340/bedb9d96-b9aa-400d-a0af-bac89d1eb212
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/306/activities/6341/dd0403bb-0d06-46e2-8e58-a09f7aa63d6d
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/306/activities/6342/db816824-d7f5-4853-985f-d55cf57def74
http://Investigation%20Two:%20What%20are%20the%20factors%20that%20affect%20how%20strongly%20objects%20%09%09%09%09%09%09interact%20with%20each%20other?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20One:%20How%20can%20charged%20objects%20have%20an%20effect%20on%20each%20other%20%09%09%09%09%09%09%09without%20touching?%20%09%09%09%20%09Module%20Two:%20How%20do%20factors%20like%20distance%20and%20amount%20of%20charge%20affect%20%09%09%09%09%09%09interactions%20between%20objects?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Three:%20How%20does%20our%20model%20of%20charge%20interactions%20connect%20with%20%09%09%09%09%09a%20variety%20of%20phenomena?
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/307/activities/6343/4c693ba8-331b-462a-b0ad-d238949322af
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/307/activities/6344/3ffc7813-a10f-4178-b7ad-cca89ff2d4a8
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/307/activities/6345/2dafb973-f30f-40a5-b449-d52ca36a63d8
http://Module%20Two:%20If%20you%20can%E2%80%99t%20see%20it,%20how%20do%20you%20know%20it%E2%80%99s%20there?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Three:%20How%20do%20we%20know%20what%E2%80%99s%20inside%20an%20atom?
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/308/sequence_run/c708da0b87ebff49d562caf148c1080e23572abe
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/308/activities/6347/ebec50b0-9ed2-485d-9173-96c0a0ff4c5c
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/308/activities/6348/470d0a40-cf81-4815-b590-3c121b1754e4
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/308/activities/6349/6d1de13b-0856-49c7-843a-7cea00de0d39
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/308/activities/6350/ae1747cc-2fb3-4f74-8669-17e6598834d7
https://cc.plt.org/PLTWebsite/Content/TeachingwithiTree/PLT_iTree_Unit.pdf


   Post-Assessment 

   Add Unit Products to Portfolio 

 Project Learning Tree Service Learning Project # Two:  Exploring Environmental Issues- 
  Focus on Risk Biotechnology 

  Session One-Biotechnology and You 

  Session Two-Bioremediation 

  Session Three-Biotechnology and Human Health  

  Session Four-Forest Biotechnology  

   Post-Assessment 

   Add Unit Products to Portfolio 

N OV E M B E R  

 Unit Two Interactions: How does a small spark trigger a huge explosion? 

   Investigation One:  What is happening when a spark occurs? 

    Module One: Can my finger start a fire? 

    Module Two: What happens to energy when objects collide? 

    Module Three: If moving objects have kinetic energy? Do moving atoms  
     have kinetic energy? 

    Module Four: If energy cannot go away, why don’t things move forever?  

   Investigation Two: Where does the energy of a spark come from? 

    Module One: How does potential energy change when things are    
     pushed or pulled? 

    Module Two: Where does the energy that was used to charge the Van de 
     Graaff generator go? 

    Module Three: Why is lightening so much bigger than a spark from the  
     Van de Graaff generator? 
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https://shop.plt.org/Shop/ProductDetails/high-school-biotechnology
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/309/sequence_run/bf075103c5dd53c550281a288fd22e3737c78c81
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/309/sequence_run/bf075103c5dd53c550281a288fd22e3737c78c81
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/309/activities/6352/70a9e08d-8067-4a9f-9d7d-84b6a0402913
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/309/activities/6353/88723816-e0d0-4be1-9861-6a577cee209d
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/309/activities/6354/ca851347-3f77-4417-a8d3-92055e78b7a0
http://Investigation%20One:%20%20What%20is%20happening%20when%20a%20spark%20occurs?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20One:%20Can%20my%20finger%20start%20a%20fire?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Two:%20What%20happens%20to%20energy%20when%20objects%20collide?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Three:%20If%20moving%20objects%20have%20kinetic%20energy?%20Do%20moving%20atoms%20%09%09%09%09%09%09have%20kinetic%20energy?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Four:%20If%20energy%20cannot%20go%20away,%20why%20don%E2%80%99t%20things%20move%20forever?
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/310/activities/6355/a88c41cb-ae36-4b57-99ed-a39190daa0db
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/310/activities/6356/32cd526b-d41b-4541-900e-3f5d2c3dce31
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/310/activities/6357/59b4618a-9054-4823-9d31-d0db4649b649


    Module Four: Why do I get shocked if I am too close to the Van de   
     Graaff generator?  

   Investigation Three: How can a spark start a huge explosion? 

    Module One: What makes material different from each other? 

    Module Two: What holds the atoms of a molecule together? 

    Module Three: When atoms get close to each other, what happens to   
     their potential energy? 

    Module Four: How are bonds formed and broken?  

D E C E M B E R  

   Investigation Four:  Where does all the energy in an explosion come from? 

    Module One: What energy changes occur during an explosion? 

    Module Two: What happens to atoms during a chemical reaction? 

    Module Three: When changes in energy occur when atoms rearrange   
     during a chemical reaction? 

    Module Four: How does a spark trigger an explosion? 

     Post Assessment 

     Add Unit Products to Portfolio 

J A N U A RY   

 Unit Three Interactions: What powers a hurricane? 

   Investigation One:  What makes water special? 

    Module One: How are water and other liquids similar and different? 

    Module Two: Why is water different from other liquids? 

    Module Three: Is oxygen really that special? 

    Module Four: How does electron distribution impact our observations?   
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https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/310/activities/6358/63d3b78f-e179-442c-b218-4d1a84503c87
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/311/sequence_run/d0175a8066ffe065454c055312a203bb5a392ecf
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/311/activities/6362/bb91eeb7-9ef7-46d4-a7ab-09e1708e3199
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/311/activities/6363/28e0a843-19b4-439d-85d1-842d500b62d6
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/311/activities/6364/5f03483c-7354-465c-a609-f874fa0c89d4
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/311/activities/6365/6a1fc10a-e6fa-4b49-a522-baeb27c99f34
http://Investigation%20Three:%20How%20can%20a%20spark%20start%20a%20huge%20explosion?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20One:%20What%20makes%20material%20different%20from%20each%20other?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Two:%20What%20holds%20the%20atoms%20of%20a%20molecule%20together?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Three:%20When%20atoms%20get%20close%20to%20each%20other,%20what%20happens%20to%20%09%09%09%09%09%09%09their%20potential%20energy?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Four:%20How%20are%20bonds%20formed%20and%20broken?
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/312/activities/6366/207ebf46-af62-4217-bb26-093b41356e59
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/312/activities/6367/5c7ea848-b3dc-4aff-8f17-1a57c328a3cb
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/312/activities/6368/041f4550-18b9-401d-a015-0ce5ece7c709
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/312/activities/6369/4e19502d-174c-4877-b08c-4a369d7d0567
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/313/sequence_run/1e25e239a51c6ab4f9a61c81787b3094162c8b50
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/313/activities/6370/d6440898-9494-43ab-a10f-89033d55aadf
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/313/activities/6371/db5da597-457b-4c2e-a72f-34badcc5e582
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/313/activities/6372/c038565f-c045-42ce-8572-ae52469b781c
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/313/activities/6373/4c388818-605b-4ff3-ba0f-3a5d863b82f9


   Investigation Two: What happens to the energy of water molecules during   
    hurricanes? 

    Module One: What does boiling do to water molecules? 

    Module Two: How hot can water get? 

    Module Three: How does energy change when evaporation is reversed?  

F E B R U A RY  

 Unit Four Interactions: Why is a temperature of 107 degree deadly? 

   Investigation One:  How are interactions with water important for    
    maintaining my life? 

    Module One: Why don’t oil and water mix? 

    Module Two: Can a substance dissolve in both a nonpolar and polar   
     liquid? 

    Module Three: What are proteins and how do they fold into biologically  
     important shapes? 

M A R C H  

  Investigation Two: Why is a body temperature of 107 degree Fahrenheit deadly? 

    Module One: How do polar and non polar interactions affect protein   
     structure and properties? 

    Module Two: How do antibodies help protect us from diseases? 

    Module Three: Why is a body temperature of 107 degrees Fahrenheit   
     deadly? 

     Post Assessment 

     Add Unit Products to Portfolio 
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http://Investigation%20One:%20%20What%20makes%20water%20special?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20One:%20How%20are%20water%20and%20other%20liquids%20similar%20and%20different?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Two:%20Why%20is%20water%20different%20from%20other%20liquids?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Three:%20Is%20oxygen%20really%20that%20special?%20%09%09%09%09Module%20Four:%20How%20does%20electron%20distribution%20impact%20our%20observations?
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/317/activities/6537/da195e46-03d4-443c-ab98-72ceac82e946
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/317/activities/6538/d3c8c743-7f6c-4e68-b2b6-006f1ebd4731
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/317/activities/6539/09d3deab-3a23-478e-beb6-6e17fb4a069f
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/343/sequence_run/cfe1996054a05ac298ea2c5a7a5ffa7113abc5eb
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/343/activities/7098/0a9b3797-0140-40d3-8099-992e07f40bb2
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/343/activities/7157/3af7f406-032c-4da6-801e-82613ff9874d
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/343/activities/7274/e5849f14-03b8-4452-9016-2e4e5f57dba8
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/502/sequence_run/88811464ea807310a69eab327561937e5fc2855a
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/502/activities/9727/b696fea8-a582-45d5-b6c5-55028ef53ce5
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/502/activities/9728/a03e3c33-3ff6-4d45-ad1d-9a19cca54d7c
https://authoring.concord.org/sequences/502/activities/9729/29059873-f485-44ac-9fdc-74bba72a276f


A P R I L - M AY   

 Accelerate to Chemistry Honors Course (Continuation of Scope and Sequence TBD w/ 
emphasis on the remaining high school physical science performance indicators.) 
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S TA N DA R D S  F O R  L E A R N I N G  
I N T E R A C T I O N S  U N I T  O N E :  W H Y  D O  S O M E  C L O T H E S  
S T I C K  T O G E T H E R  W H E N  T H E Y  C O M E  O U T  O F  T H E  
D RY E R ?  

Unit 1: Why do some clothes stick together when they come out of the dryer? 

Investigation 1: Why do some things stick together and other things don’t? 

In this investigation, students will begin to develop a conceptual model of electrostatic interactions by exploring 
how various charged objects (scotch tape, balloons, rods of various materials, and a Van de Graaff generator) 
interact with each other and with uncharged objects (paper,waterbottle,ahand).Bytheendoftheinvestigation,the 
studentmodelwillinclude positive and negative charges as well as patterns that can be used to explain and 
predict how charged objects interaction. This investigation builds toward NGSS PE: HS-PS2-4 

HS-PS2-4. Use mathematical representations of Newton’s Law of Gravitation and Coulomb’s Law to describe 
and predict the gravitational and1 electrostatic forces between objects 

Objective: Target Model 

What should the student’s conceptual model include? 
● Objects can be positively charged, negatively charged, or uncharged (Neutral) 
● Objects with the same charge repel each other, Oppositely charged objects attract each 

other. Charged and uncharged objects attract each other regardless of whether the charged object has a positive 
or negative charge. 

Investigation 2: What are factors that affect the interactions between objects? 

In this investigation, students develop a model of electric fields to explain how charged objects interact. 
Students analyze how the charge on objects and the distance between them affects the strength of the 
interactions between those objects. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS- PS2-4 and HS-PS3-5. 

HS-PS2-4. Use mathematical representations of Newton’s Law of Gravitation and Coulomb’s Law to describe 
and predict the gravitational and electrostatic forces between objects 
1 The interactions curriculum focuses on electrostatic interactions. Throughout this document, portions of PE’s 
are greyed if they are not addressed in the associated investigation. 

 
HS-PS3-5. Develop and use a model of two objects interacting through electric or magnetic fields to illustrate 
the forces between objects and the changes in energy of the objects due to the interaction. 

Objective: Target Model 

What should the student’s conceptual model include?

 ●  Objects can be positively charged, negatively charged, or uncharged (neutral).  
 ●  Objects with the same charge repel each other; oppositely charged objects attract.  
 ●  The distance between charged objects affects the interactions between them. The closer  

they are, the stronger the interaction.  
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●  The amount of charge on the charged objects affects the interactions between them. The  
greater the charge, the stronger the interaction.

●  Charged objects generate an electric field in the region around them.  
●  It is through the electric field that charged objects interact with each other. 

• Investigation 3: What are all materials made of?  
In this investigation, students will start by analyzing observations of matter in order to evaluate 
continuous and particle models of matter. Students will then use evidence from mixing water and ethanol 
to evaluate those models. Finally, students will apply their model to explain observations of gases. This 
investigation builds towards NGSS PE: HS-PS1-3  
HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at 
the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles.  
Objective: Target Model  
What should the student’s conceptual model include?  

• ●  All substances are made of particles that are too small to be seen  
●  There is empty space between the particles making up substances.  

Investigation 4: What are nature’s building blocks? 

This investigation follows the historical development of models of atomic structure and provides students with 
the opportunity to explore simulations of some of the experiments that led to these models. In addition, through 
hands-on activities involving representative objects, this investigation helps students gain insight into the size of 
atoms as compared with other small objects. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-PS1-1 and HS-
PS1-3 

HS-PS1-1. Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of elements based on the patterns 
of electrons in the outermost energy level of atoms. 

HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at the 
bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles. 

Objective: Target Model 

What should the student’s conceptual model include? 

●  All materials are made of particles that are too small to be seen. 

●  These particles are called atoms. 

●  Atoms have a dense, positively charged nucleus that consists of neutrons and protons; the  
nucleus is surrounded by much smaller, negatively charged electrons.  

●  Electrons can be modeled as a “cloud” surrounding the nucleus and are best represented in  
terms of probability maps.  

• Investigation 5: How does an object become charged?  
By collecting evidence as to how the composition of an atom relates to its identity, students will build 
upon the model of atomic structure that they developed in the previous investigation. In addition, they will 
explore the forces involved in maintaining an atom’s structure and the effect that introduction into an 
electric field has on electron distribution. Students will extend their conceptual model of electrostatic 
interactions to include 1) electron transfer as the mechanism for how an object becomes charged and 2) 
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shifting electron distribution to explain how neutral objects can be attracted to both positively and 
negatively charged objects. Finally, students will revise their models of some phenomena developed 
during previous investigations. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-PS1-1 and HS-PS1-3  
HS-PS1-1. Use the periodic table as a model to predict the relative properties of elements based on the 
patterns of electrons in the outermost energy level of atoms.  

HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at the 
bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles. 

Objective: Target Model 

What should the student’s conceptual model include? Students’ models of the structure of matter should include: 

●  All materials are made of particles called atoms which are too small to be seen with the unaided eye. 
●  Atoms have a dense, positively charged nucleus that consists of neutrons and protons surrounded by 

much smaller, negatively charged electrons. The nucleus takes up only a small fraction of the 
volume of an atom. 

●  Every element consists of a different type of atom; the identity of an element is determined by the 
number of protons in the nucleus of an atom of that element. 

●  An atom has an electric charge when it contains an unequal number or protons and electrons.  
Students’ models of electrostatic interactions should include:  

●  Opposite charges attract; like charges repel.  
●  The strength of the interaction between charged objects depends on the distance between  

them and the amount of charge on each object (qualitative understanding of Coulomb’s  
law). 

●  Neutral objects are attracted to both positively and negatively charged objects.  
 ●  There is more than one way to charge an object. 

 ○  An object can be rubbed with another material  
○  Charge can be transferred to or from an object when it touches another object. 

 ●  Charge is due to electrons from atoms of one object transferring to atoms of another  
object.  
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I N T E R A C T I O N S  U N I T  T W O :  H O W  D O E S  A  S M A L L  S PA R K  
T R I G G E R  A  H U G E  E X P L O S I O N ?          

Unit 2: How does a small spark trigger a huge explosion?  

• Investigation 1: What is happening when a spark occurs?  
In this investigation, students begin talking about the idea of energy. Students start by defining energy and 
investigating differences between potential and kinetic energy. They then explore energy transfer and 
energy conservation. Finally, they connect energy to charges and atomic structure of matter. This 
investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: MS-PS3-5, MS-PS1-4, and HS-PS3-2.  

MS-PS3-5. Construct, use and present arguments to support the claim that when the kinetic energy of an object 
changes, energy is transferred to or from the object. 

MS-PS1-4. Develop a model that predicts and describes changes in particle motion, temperature, and state of a 
pure substance when thermal energy is added or removed. 

HS-PS3-2. Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the macroscopic scale can be accounted for as a 
combination of energy associated with the motion of particles (objects) and energy associated with the relative 
positions of particles (objects). 

Objective Target Model: 

What should the student’s conceptual model include? 

●  Energy is useful to track changes in systems; ●  The model of energy should include the 
following: 
Energy transfer 
Energy conversion 
Conservation of energy 
The idea that energy is either associated with motion (kinetic energy) or stored (potential energy)

Investigation 2: Where does the energy of a spark come from? 

In this investigation, students define potential energy and factors that impact the amount of potential energy that 
exists in a system. Students start by defining potential energy as energy that is stored in a system of interacting 
objects. Student then explore the relationship between potential energy and fields in order to explain how the 
objects interact without touching. Finally, students evaluate factors that affect the amount of potential energy 
stored in a system. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: MS-PS3-2 and HS-PS3-5 and HS-PS3-4. 

MS-PS3-2. Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects interacting at a distance changes, 
different amounts of potential energy are stored in the system. 

HS-PS3-5. Develop and use a model of two objects interacting through electric or magnetic fields to illustrate 
the forces between objects and the changes in energy of the objects due to the interaction. 

HS-PS3-4. Plan and conduct an investigation to provide evidence that the transfer of thermal energy when two 
components of different temperature are combined within a closed system results in a more uniform energy 
distribution among the components in the system (second law of thermodynamics). 
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Objective Target Model: 

What should the student’s conceptual model include? 
● Students will use and apply a model to explain the relationship between electric force and 

electric potential energy as the distance between two charged particles changes and the amount of charges 
changes.

○  When the amount of charge increases, the amount of force and electric potential energy stored in a field 
both increase. 

○  For objects that are interacting through attractive forces (have opposite charges), when the distance between 
the objects increases, the amount of electric potential energy stored in the electric field increases. 

○  For objects that are interacting through repulsive forces (have the same charge), when the distance between 
the objects increases, the amount of electric potential energy stored in the electric field decreases. 

○  In general, if you have to apply a force to move the objects away from their natural position you have 
increased the amount of potential energy stored in the system. 

○ If a system is free to move on its own, it will tend to move in a direction that will lower the potential energy 
stored in the system.  
 

• Investigation 3: How can a small spark start a huge explosion?  
This investigation focuses on how electric forces and energy are connected to molecules. Students will 
explore various simulations to build their understanding of the relationships among electric forces, energy, 
and the relative distance of two atoms. They will also explain the energy transfers that occur when 
molecules form and break using the concept of conservation of energy (developed in previous 
investigations). This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: MS-PS1-1 and HS- PS1-4.  
MS-PS1-1. Develop models to describe the atomic composition of simple molecules and extended 
structures.  
HS-PS1-4. Develop a model to illustrate that the release or absorption of energy from a chemical reaction 
system depends upon the changes in total bond energy.  

Objective Target Model: 

What should student’s target model include?

 ●  Students will develop a model that a molecule is formed when different atoms combine  
because the electric field energy is lower for the molecule than for the individual atoms.  

●  Students will provide an explanation of a chemical bond in a molecule using attractive and  
repulsive interactions at the atomic level.  

• Investigation 4: Where does all the energy in an explosion come from?  
In this investigation, students will construct a model of chemical reactions involving energy and 
electrostatic interactions. Students learn that a chemical reaction is a process that involves the atoms of 
substances rearranging to form new substances and that to start any chemical reaction, energy is needed to 
break bonds in the reactants. Students will compare reactions and changes in energy. Students develop 
several models to describe observations of reactions. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-
PS1-4, HS-PS1-5 and HS-PS3-2  
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HS-PS1-4. Develop a model to illustrate that the release or absorption of energy from a chemical reaction 
system depends upon the changes in total bond energy.  
HS-PS1-5. Apply scientific principles and evidence to provide an explanation about the effects of 
changing the temperature or concentration of the reacting particles on the rate at which a reaction occurs.  
HS-PS3-2. Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the macroscopic scale can be accounted for 
as a combination of energy associated with the motion of particles (objects) and energy associated with 
the relative positions of particles (objects).  
Objective Target Model:  
What should the student’s conceptual model include? 
Students will construct a model to explain how energy and electrostatic forces are involved in chemical 
reactions. The model should include the following: 

•  If the properties of the substances before and after a process differ, than new substances have 
formed and a chemical reaction has occurred. 

•  Chemical reactions involve bonds breaking and forming such that the same atoms rearrange to 
form new molecules. 

•  Breaking bonds requires an input of energy. When bonds form, the potential energy decreases; the 
available energy is used to continue the reaction or is transferred to the surroundings, or both. 

•  When a chemical reaction transfers energy to the surroundings after the product molecules have 
formed, it is an exothermic reaction; if energy must continually be transferred in from the 
surroundings for the chemical reaction to continue, it is an endothermic reaction.  
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P R O J E C T  L E A R N I N G  T R E E  S E R V I C E  L E A R N I N G  P R O J E C T  
#  O N E :  I T R E E  
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P R O J E C T  L E A R N I N G  T R E E  S E R V I C E  L E A R N I N G  P R O J E C T  
#  T W O :  E X P L O R I N G  E N V I R O N M E N TA L  I S S U E S  17

Conceptual Framework with standards links  

Unit Description with Skills 
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I N T E R A C T I O N S  U N I T  T H R E E :  W H AT  P O W E R S  A  
H U R R I C A N E ?  

• Unit 3: What powers a hurricane
•  

Investigation 1: What makes water special?  
In this investigation, students will connect observations of different substances to properties of the 
molecules of those substances. This investigation builds toward NGSS PE: HS-PS1-3.  
HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at 
the bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles.  
Objective Target Model:  
What should the student’s conceptual model include?    

• Given an atom’s electronegativity, students will make and support claims about the  
polarity of molecules. 

• Predict how electron distribution within molecules affects the way molecules interact with  
each other. 

• Predict and explain the effect that differences in polarity of molecules of a substance have  
on observable phenomenon. 

•

• Investigation 2: What happens to the energy of water molecules during hurricanes?  
In this investigation, students will add energy to their descriptions of how molecules interact. This 
investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-PS3-2 and HS-PS1-3.  

HS-PS3-2. Develop and use models to illustrate that energy at the macroscopic scale can be accounted for as a 
combination of energy associated with the motions of particles (objects) and energy associated with the relative 
positions of particles (objects). 

HS-PS1-3. Plan and conduct an investigation to gather evidence to compare the structure of substances at the 
bulk scale to infer the strength of electrical forces between particles. 

Objective Target Model: 

What should the student’s conceptual model include?

 ●  Students will develop a model that explains how intramolecular and intermolecular  
interactions result in arrangements that lower potential energy.  

●  Intramolecular interactions (such as the formation of chemical bonds) and intermolecular  
interactions (such as the formation of hydrogen bonds) involve similar kinds of electrostatic 
interactions. However, the former involve interaction between full charges, and the latter involve 
interactions between partial charges. Therefore, the magnitude of each types of interaction is 
different; the interaction is stronger for chemical bonds and weaker for intermolecular interactions. 
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I N T E R A C T I O N S  U N I T  F O U R :  W H Y  I S  A  T E M P E R AT U R E  
O F  10 7  D E G R E E S  D E A D LY ?  

• Unit 4: Why is a temperature of 107 degrees deadly?

• Investigation 1: How are interactions with water important for maintaining my life?  
Students will look at how molecular interactions between the water-based environment ubiquitous to life 
and molecular interactions within the larger molecules themselves result in molecules with just the right 
shape to have a particular biological function. In the Investigation that follows students will explore why 
shape is important and how thermal energy levels are important to the stability of the molecular 
interactions. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-PS3-5, HS-LS1-6 and MS-PS3-2.  
HS-PS3-5. Develop and use a model of two objects interacting through electric or magnetic fields to 
illustrate the forces between objects and the changes in energy of the objects due to the interaction.  
HS-LS1-6. Construct and revise an explanation based on evidence for how carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen 
from sugar molecules may combine with other elements to form amino acids and/or other large carbon-
based molecules. Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on using evidence from models and simulations to 
support explanations. 

MS-PS3-2. Develop a model to describe that when the arrangement of objects interacting at a distance changes, 
different amounts of potential energy are stored in the system. 

Objective Target Model: 

What should student’s conceptual model include?

 ●  Polar and nonpolar molecules have different attractive forces.  
●  The different attractive forces between polar and nonpolar molecules affect how one  

substance dissolves or doesn’t into another substance. 
●  Proteins are large molecules that have polar and nonpolar parts that can interact with each  

other and the surrounding molecules.  

• Investigation 2: Why is shape important to the role a molecule plays in our body?  
Students will take the notion of stability and energy and apply this to how having a fever can disrupt the 
structure (and thus the function) of biologically important molecules. They start by exploring how shape 
affects the strength of attractions between molecules, both the amount of surface area contact and the 
opportunity for oppositely charged areas of molecules to come in contact with each other. Students will 
use simulations to see how temperature changes can affect the binding and structure of biologically 
important molecules. This investigation builds toward NGSS PEs: HS-PS2-6, MS-PS1-4, MS-PS2-3 and 
MS-LS3-1.  
HS-PS2-6. Communicate scientific and technical information about why the molecular-level structure is 
important in the functioning of designed materials.  
MS-PS1-4. Develop a model that predicts and describes changes in particle motion, temperature, and state 
of a pure substance when thermal energy is added or removed.  
MS-PS2-3. Ask questions about data to determine the factors that affect the strength of electric and 
magnetic forces.  
MS-LS3-1. Develop and use a model to describe why structural changes to genes (mutations) located on 
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chromosomes may affect proteins and may result in harmful, beneficial, or neutral effects [changes] to the 
structure and function of the organism. 

•  

Objective: Target Model  
What should the student’s conceptual model include?  
●  The attractive forces between polar and nonpolar molecules are of different strengths.  
●  The different attractive forces between polar and nonpolar molecules affect how one  
substance does or does not dissolve into another substance.  
●  Proteins are large molecules that have polar and nonpolar parts that can interact with each  
other and the surrounding molecules.    

• The interaction between molecules and the molecules around them can cause specific  
structures to form.  

• The resulting configurations result in lower potential energy for the entire system. 

•  The greater the surface contact between molecules the stronger the attraction between  
them. 

• Molecules with specific shapes have specific functions due in large part to those shapes. 

•  Increasing temperature causes increased molecular motion which can overcome the  
interactions between molecules and different parts of the same molecule, thus affecting the shape and 
function of the molecule.  
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